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	“Triple Play”is a combination of Internet access, voice communication (telephony), and entertainment services such as IP television and video on demand.


	The erosion of the traditional voice service, together with the ever-increasing competition between companies, is pushing the telecommunications industry towards a major shift in its business models. Customers want more services in a more flexible way. Today, this shift can only be carried out by offering converged services built around the Internet Protocol (IP). Triple Play, a bundle of voice, video, and data services for residential customers, is the basis of this new strategy.


	Hens and Caballero explain how and why the telecommunications industry is facing this change, how to define, implement and offer these new services, and describes the technology behind the converged network. Triple Play analyses a number of business strategies to minimise costs, while migrating infrastructures and offering new services.


	Triple Play:

	
		Describes the elementary concepts of triple play service provision and gives detailed technical information to highlight key aspects.
	
		Discussed access networks, transport, signaling, service definition and business models.
	
		Covers the latest innovations in Triple Play services such as Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM), VDSL2 (Very High Speed DSL second generation), pseudowires andMultiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).
	
		Explores video solutions (encoding, IPTV, VoD) alongside transmission and switching technologies (Ethernet, DSL, PON, NG-SDH).
	
		Includes a chapter on IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and on fixed/mobile convergence. 



	Triple Play: Building the Converged Network for IP, VoIP and IPTV provides decision makers, engineers, telecommunications operators, network equipment manufacturers, installers and IT managers with a thorough understanding of the changes of traditional voice service and its impact upon the telecommunications industry.
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HIV and AIDS:: Basic Elements and PrioritiesSpringer, 2007

	HIV and Aids: Basic Elements and Priorities is a concise collection of all aspects of this disease and a source of readily available knowledge. It examines all currently advocated preventive measures such as health education, condom use, safer sex practices, and treatment of sexually transmitted infections. Coverage details strategies for...
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SPSS for Introductory and Intermediate Statistics: SPSS for Introductory StatisticsPsychology Press, 2004

	This book is designed to help students learn how to analyze and interpret research data with basic
	statistics. It is intended to be a supplemental text in an introductory (undergraduate or graduate)
	statistics or research methods course in the behavioral sciences or education and it can be used in
	conjunction with any mainstream text....
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Intelligent Multimedia Processing with Soft ComputingSpringer, 2004
The past years have witnessed a large number of interesting applications of various soft computing techniques, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, and evolutionary computation, to intelligent multimedia processing. This carefully edited monograph presents novel applications of soft computing in multimedia processing. It includes contributions...
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Microbiologically Safe FoodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book focuses on state of the art technologies to produce microbiologically safe foods for our global dinner table.  Each chapter summarizes the most recent scientific advances, particularly with respect to food processing, pre- and post-harvest food safety, quality control, and regulatory information.


	The book begins with...
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Introducing Maven: A Build Tool for Today's Java DevelopersApress, 2019

	
		Gain an understanding of Maven’s dependency management and use it to organize basic and multi-module Maven projects. This short book is your quick-start tutorial for learning to use Maven. It includes inconsistently immutable collections, better array construction, and more from the latest Maven version 3.6. This second edition...
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Smart Women Protect Their Assets: Essential Information for Every Woman About Wills, Trusts, and MoreFT Press, 2008

	My thanks begin with Jim Boyd, who had faith

	in my ability to write “my own book” and

	encouraged me to take on this project from

	day one. I’m also indebted to the entire team at Pearson

	and FT Press for their understanding and support: Russ

	Hall, Betsy Harris, Todd Taber, Julie Phifer, Laura

	Czaja, Megan...
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